Objective. Investigate time-related age differences in cognitive functioning without influences of prior test experience. Methods. Cognitive scores were compared in different individuals from the same birth years who were tested in different years, when they were at different ages. These types of quasi-longitudinal comparisons were carried out on data from three large projects: the Seattle Longitudinal Study [Schaie, K. W. (2013) . Developmental influences on adult intelligence: The Seattle Longitudinal Study (2nd ed.). New York, NY: Oxford University Press], the Betula Project [Ronnlund, M., & Nilsson, L-G. (2008) . The magnitude, generality, and determinants of Flynn effects on forms of declarative memory and visuospatial ability: Time-sequential analyses of data from a Swedish cohort study. Intelligence, 36,[192][193][194][195][196][197][198][199][200][201][202][203][204][205][206][207][208][209], and the Virginia Cognitive Aging Project (this study). Results. In each data set, the results revealed that the estimates of cognitive change with no prior test experience closely resembled the estimates of age relations based on cross-sectional comparisons. Furthermore, longitudinal comparisons revealed positive changes at young ages that gradually became more negative with increased age, whereas all of the estimates of change without prior test experience were negative except those for measures of vocabulary. Discussion. The current results suggest that retest effects can distort the mean age trends in longitudinal comparisons that are not adjusted for experience. Furthermore, the findings can be considered robust because the patterns were similar across three data sets involving different samples of participants and cognitive tests, and across different methods of controlling experience effects in the new data set.
One approach that has been used to try to isolate test experience effects from age effects has involved the use of statistical models incorporating different sets of assumptions. For example, one type of model is based on the assumption that if there is variability across participants in the intervals between measurement occasions, the perfect collinearity of the increase in age and the increase in test experience present in longitudinal studies with fixed intervals between occasions can be reduced to allow separate estimates of effects associated with age and effects associated with test experience (e.g., McArdle, FerrerCaja, Hamagami & Woodcock, 2002; Salthouse, 2009; Salthouse, Schroeder & Ferrer, 2004) . However, unless the range of intervals is very large, the correlation between the increase in age and the increase in test experience will likely still be quite high, and the comparisons involve different people at different intervals who may not be equivalent in all relevant respects.
Another type of statistical model is based on the assumption that when more than two longitudinal assessments are available, different functions can be postulated for the effects of experience and for the effects of age (e.g., Ferrer, Salthouse, McArdle, Stewart & Schwartz, 2005; Ferrer, Salthouse, Stewart, & Schwartz, 2004; Rabbitt, Diggle, Smith, Holland, & McInnes, 2001; Tucker-Drob, Johnson & Jones, 2009; Wilson, Li, Bienias & Bennett, 2006) . For example, experience effects could be assumed to asymptote after the second assessment, whereas age effects could be assumed to be linear across all assessments. Although two-function models of this type have the advantage that estimates of experience effects and estimates of age effects can theoretically be derived at the level of individual participants, the assumptions that time-related change is actually composed of two distinct functions, that the functions are of the postulated form (e.g., that experience effects are minimal after the second occasion), and that the functions directly correspond to the effects of age and the effects of test experience, have not yet been independently validated.
These statistical models have often been applied to data from participants across a wide range of ages, but with sufficiently large samples they could also be applied to data from groups with relatively narrow age ranges to provide estimates of age and test experience effects at different ages. However, a limitation of both types of statistical approaches is that the models do not indicate the age trajectory without an influence of prior test experience, but instead provide estimates of the trajectory that would be expected if everyone were equated with respect to the amount of prior test experience (cf. Hoffman, Hofer & Sliwinski, 2011) .
Another method that has been used to investigate test experience effects in longitudinal studies involves comparing the performance of longitudinal participants on a second occasion with the performance of a comparable sample of people of the same age and tested at the same time on the first occasion, and thus without any prior test experience. This procedure is based on the assumption that the two samples of participants were initially equivalent, sometimes after an adjustment for selective attrition, such that any differences at the time of testing could be attributed to the effects of prior test experience in the longitudinal sample. One of the first descriptions of this method was by Schaie (1988) and it has been used in several studies (e.g., Rönnlund et al., 2005; Ronnlund & Nilsson, 2006) , including two with subsets of participants from the current project (i.e., Salthouse, 2009 Salthouse, , 2010 .
Although the twice-minus-once-tested procedure is valuable for estimating experience effects, it is an indirect method of determining change without test experience because an estimate of the experience effect is first derived, and then it is subtracted from the observed longitudinal change to infer the change that would occur without experience. However, a similar type of reasoning can be used to derive more direct estimates of the change expected without an influence of testing experience. That is, instead of comparing a new sample with the longitudinal sample at the second occasion, new samples of participants from the same birth years could be compared across successive test years when the individuals are at different ages. The contrast of independent samples tested in different years occurs across the same time interval, and hence involves the same increase in age as a longitudinal design, but any differences in performance cannot be affected by prior test experience because all of the participants are only tested once. Furthermore, unlike cross-sectional comparisons, all of the individuals are from the same birth years and thus any age differences cannot be attributed to factors associated with birth cohort (Salthouse, 2013) . Horn and Donaldson (1976) referred to comparisons of people from the same birth year but tested in different years as quasi-longitudinal. Comparisons of this type were reported by Schaie and colleagues (e.g., Schaie, Labouvie & Buech, 1973; Schaie & Strother, 1968) , who suggested that the quasi-longitudinal (which they termed independentsamples same-cohort) age trends more closely resembled the age trends in longitudinal comparisons than those in cross-sectional comparisons. However, this interpretation was challenged by Horn and Donaldson (1976) who noted that the age trends for repeated (longitudinal) comparisons were more positive than those for the independent samples (quasi-longitudinal) comparisons. Furthermore, separate estimates of longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal age trends derived from published data of the Seattle Longitudinal Study by Salthouse (1991) suggested that the age trends in the quasi-longitudinal comparisons were nearly identical to the cross-sectional trends, and other studies (e.g., Arenberg, 1978; Kaufman, 2001 ) have also reported very similar age trends in quasi-longitudinal and cross-sectional comparisons.
Quasi-longitudinal comparisons at different ages can be derived from published data in two large-scale projects in which the same test battery was administered to different samples of adults across a wide range of ages in different years. One project is the Seattle Longitudinal Study (SLS; Schaie, 2013) , in which latent variables based on multiple tests of several cognitive abilities were obtained beginning in 1984. Means of the latent variables were reported for independent samples of healthy adults tested in 1984 (N = 629), 1991 (N = 691), and 1998 (N = 719), with the same type of recruitment each year. The relevant data for the computation of quasi-longitudinal trends are reported in table 4.4 of Schaie (2013) , which contains means of the latent variables for different cognitive abilities in T-score units. As an example of the quasi-longitudinal contrast, the mean score of 25-year-olds tested in 1984 can be compared with the mean score of 32-yearolds tested in 1991, and with the mean score of 39-yearolds tested in 1998.
The quasi-longitudinal trends in four latent variables from the SLS are portrayed at different ages in Figure 1 . Successive points in each line are based on means from different test years, and therefore indicate the quasi-longitudinal change without prior test experience. Data points in the same ordinal position on different lines correspond to cross-sectional comparisons (i.e., the first point in the first line can be compared with the first point in the second line for the cross-sectional difference between 25-year-olds and 32-year-olds in 1984). It can be seen that the quasi-longitudinal age trends were negative at all ages for the measure of verbal memory, and after about 40 for the reasoning and speed measures. However, the age trends were flat in both cross-sectional and quasi-longitudinal comparisons for the verbal comprehension variable.
A second data set that can be used to compute quasilongitudinal age trends is that from the Betula Project (Ronnlund & Nilsson, 2008) , in which independent samples of healthy adults were recruited in 1989, 1994, 1999, and 2004 to perform tests assessing episodic memory, semantic memory, and the Wechsler Block Design test. The same recruitment procedures were used in each test year, with moderately large samples of 100 individuals in each of 10 age groups in 1989 and 1994, and 50 individuals per age group in 1999 and 2004.
Relevant data for the computation of quasi-longitudinal trends are reported as z scores in table 3 in Ronnlund and Nilsson (2008) , with each column containing data for successive test years, and each row containing values for a given age group. As an example of the quasi-longitudinal contrast, the first mean in the first column, corresponding to 35-year-olds tested in 1989, can be compared with the second mean in the second column, corresponding to 40-year-olds tested in 1994, with the third mean in the third column, corresponding to 45-year-olds tested in 1999, and with the fourth mean in the fourth column, corresponding to 50-year-olds tested in 2004. Separate values were reported for men and women, but they were averaged in the current analyses to provide more stable values.
The quasi-longitudinal trends with the episodic memory, semantic memory, and block design scores in the Betula Project are portrayed in the three panels of Figure 2 . As in Figure 1 , the quasi-longitudinal contrasts are represented by lines connecting the same type of symbol, and the cross-sectional comparisons correspond to points in the same ordinal position on different lines. It can be seen that there were negative time-related differences within each age group with all three cognitive ability measures, and substantial convergence of the age trends in quasi-longitudinal and cross-sectional comparisons.
The patterns in Figures 1 and 2 indicate that the estimates of age-related change in measures of cognitive functioning without an influence of prior test experience closely resemble the cross-sectional age trends. However, a critical assumption of quasi-longitudinal comparisons is that the samples in different test years are equivalent, and neither the SLS nor the Betula Project included direct assessment of the equivalence of the samples in different test years. The primary purpose of the current study was to extend these types of quasi-longitudinal comparisons by using measures of the selectivity of the samples across test years as covariates in the analyses, and by conducting the comparisons with short intervals between test years to minimize any time-related social and cultural differences that might contribute to differential selectivity of participants in different test years. In addition, longitudinal comparisons were included to allow a direct comparison of longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal age trends.
The analyses are based on data from the Virginia Cognitive Aging Project (VCAP; Salthouse, 2007 Salthouse, , 2009 Salthouse, Pink & Tucker-Drob, 2008 ) that is well suited to investigate relations between age and cognitive change because the participants span a wide age range, and the assessment of cognition was broad, with three or four tests representing each of five separate cognitive domains. VCAP started as a cross-sectional study in 2001, and in 2004 it was expanded to include longitudinal assessments, with recruitment of new and returning participants continuing every year since 2004.
It is nearly impossible to obtain a truly random sample of adults, if for no other reason than that people cannot be forced to participate in a research project. Furthermore, quota samples selected to match population proportions in important demographic characteristics are expensive and difficult to obtain. However, because systematic quota sampling is often used to establish representative norms in commercial cognitive test batteries, it is possible to capitalize on those efforts by comparing cognitive scores in a target sample to the scores in the nationally representative normative sample. Four tests from the Wechsler cognitive (WAIS III, Wechsler, 1997a) and memory (WMS III, Wechsler, 1997b) Figure 2. Mean scores in four test years for individuals from different birth years for episodic memory, semantic memory, and block design scores in the Betula Project. Connected lines with the same symbol represent scores from people of the same birth cohort who were tested for the first time in different years when they were at different ages. Data from table 3 in Ronnlund and Nilsson (2008) . test batteries were used for this purpose in the current project. In addition, to minimize influences of impending death or late-life health conditions that might affect cognitive functioning and distort age-change relations, only adults under 80 years of age at the first assessment are considered in this report.
To summarize, the present study was designed to investigate age trends in longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal comparisons in different cognitive abilities. It was hypothesized that, consistent with the results in Figures 1 and  2 , quasi-longitudinal comparisons would reveal consistently negative age-related differences whereas longitudinal comparisons would reveal positive changes that gradually became more negative with increasing age.
Method

Virginia Cognitive Aging Project
Characteristics of the VCAP participants in the quasi-longitudinal and longitudinal comparisons at the first occasion are reported in Table 1 . It can be seen that the number of participants per decade ranged from 174 to 969, and that increased age was associated with poorer self-ratings of health, but more years of education. Statistical control of the measures of health and education had very little effect on the pattern of results, and therefore these measures were ignored in subsequent analyses. Supplementary Table 1 contains the means of the age-adjusted scaled scores in the Wechsler tests. The normative samples have scaled score means of 10 and standard deviations of 3, and therefore the VCAP participants can be inferred to have a higher average level of functioning on these tests than the individuals in the nationally representative sample used to establish the norms. However, the standard deviations were close to 3 at all ages, indicating that the level of variability was similar to that in the normative sample. The correlations of the scaled scores with age were positive, particularly in the longitudinal sample, indicating that, relative to their age peers, the older participants were more select in terms of their initial level of cognitive functioning than were the younger participants.
Cognitive Tests
Cognitive functioning in VCAP was assessed with 16 individually administered cognitive tests designed to represent five cognitive domains (i.e., vocabulary knowledge, inductive reasoning, spatial visualization, verbal memory, and perceptual speed). The tests and their sources are briefly described in the Supplementary Appendix. The tests have been found to have coefficient alpha, test-retest, and alternate forms reliabilities above 7 (Salthouse, 2007, in press; Salthouse et al., 2008; Salthouse & Tucker-Drob, 2008) , and to have similar factor structures in different age groups (Salthouse et al., 2008; Soubelet & Salthouse, 2011) . Furthermore, the five abilities assessed in VCAP can be inferred to represent major dimensions of cognitive functioning because when considered in the context of these abilities, unique age relations across a broad variety of cognitive tests have been few in number and small in magnitude (Salthouse et al., 2008; Salthouse, Siedlecki & Krueger, 2006) . In order to minimize task-specific influences and measurement error, all of the analyses in the current project were conducted on composite scores formed by Salthouse (2013) to derive estimates of quasi-longitudinal age trends in six age groups. Birth year and test year were included as simultaneous predictors of cognitive performance in multiple regression analyses, with the age-adjusted scaled scores from four Wechsler tests (Vocabulary, Digit Symbol, Word Recall, and Logical Memory) used as covariates to control for possible differences in sample selectivity across test years. The test-year coefficients in these analyses therefore provide estimates of the effect of one year of age on the relevant measure of cognitive functioning without an influence of prior test experience. Importantly, these estimates are obtained from individuals within a 10-year range of birth years, with birth year used as a simultaneous predictor, and therefore the testyear estimates represent effects of age within the same birth cohort. These estimates were used in the current study, and to provide a contrast of longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal age trends, longitudinal data are also reported based on participants who returned for a second occasion after an interval of approximately 3 years. Although the interval varied across participants, the correlation between interval length and age was only -.05, and thus it was ignored in subsequent analyses.
Results
The observed longitudinal scores at the first (T1) and second (T2) occasion in each age decade for the composite scores are plotted in Figure 3 . The solid lines in the figures represent the observed longitudinal change from the first to the second occasion. As is often found, there was an increase in the scores from the first to the second occasion at younger ages, and a decrease at older ages.
A projected T2 score was derived by multiplying the estimated effect of one year of age (obtained from the quasilongitudinal comparisons reported in Salthouse, 2013) by the number of years between the T1 and T2 assessments, and then adding this product, which corresponds to estimated time-related change over the T1-T2 interval without prior test experience, to the T1 score of the longitudinal participants. These estimates are plotted as solid triangles in Figure 3 and are connected to the observed T1 scores by dashed lines.
With the exception of vocabulary at the youngest ages, all of the projected T2 values were less positive than the observed T2 values. As was the case in the other data sets portrayed in Figures 1 and 2 , the quasi-longitudinal age trends (dashed lines) were very similar to the cross-sectional age trends (successive groups of lines). The difference between the observed (longitudinal) T2 score and the projected (quasi-longitudinal) T2 score can be interpreted as an estimate of the contribution of prior test experience to the change across the T1 to T2 interval. That is, because the projected T2 scores are derived by adding the estimate of experience-independent change to the T1 score, subtraction of the projected T2 score from the observed T2 score provides an estimate of the influence of the initial test experience on the change from T1. These differences are plotted for each ability domain as a function of age decade in Supplementary Figure 1 .
One important point to note in Supplementary Figure 1 is that the values were close to zero for vocabulary, which is consistent with the nearly identical longitudinal and quasilongitudinal trends in Figure 3 . It is also noteworthy that the estimates of test experience effects for the speed and reasoning abilities were all positive and nearly constant at all ages, whereas with the memory and space abilities the estimates of test experience effects were much more positive at younger ages than at older ages.
A final analysis used methods similar to those described in Salthouse (2010) to predict the score at T2 based on the twice-minus-once-tested comparison. Specifically, a predicted T2 value was derived from scores of individuals of the same age and tested at the same time as the longitudinal participants on the second occasion, after adding the difference between the T1 scores of the longitudinal sample and the T1 scores of entire sample to adjust for selective attrition. These estimates for the memory composite scores are portrayed in Supplementary Figure 2 along with quasi-longitudinal estimates and the observed T1 and T2 scores from the longitudinal samples. The cross-sectional age trends in these data are represented by dotted lines connecting the T1 values.
Despite the differences in their derivation (i.e., the differences across independent samples tested in different years are added to the value of the longitudinal sample at T1 for the quasi-longitudinal method, and the value of the new sample tested at the same age and time as the T2 longitudinal sample after an adjustment for initial selectivity in the twice-minus-once method), it is noteworthy that most of the predicted T2 values from the twice-minus-once method are close to the values from the quasi-longitudinal method. Furthermore, for adults under about 60 years of age, both of the predicted T2 scores after adjusting for prior test experience were more closely aligned with the cross-sectional age relations represented by the dotted lines than with the observed longitudinal T2 scores. Although not portrayed to save space, very similar patterns were evident in analyses of the other cognitive abilities.
Discussion
As is apparent in Figure 3 , longitudinal comparisons often reveal an increase in scores on cognitive tests from the first to the second occasion for adults under about 60 years of age. One interpretation of the positive change at young ages is that it reflects benefits of prior experience with the tests. However, little is known about the magnitude of these test experience effects, and whether they operate only in young adults, or across all of adulthood. Quasi-longitudinal comparisons are relevant to these issues because they provide estimates of the magnitude of age-related cognitive changes that occur without any influences of prior test experience (Schaie et al., 1973) . The comparisons are based on the assumptions that time-related differences in both longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal comparisons reflect influences of age, of period effects associated with physical and cultural conditions at the time of assessment, and of possible shifts associated with the nature of the assessment (e.g., identity of the experimenters, location of the test site, individual vs. group examination, paper-and-pencil vs. computer administration). The primary differences in the two types of designs are that the same individuals contribute data at each occasion in longitudinal studies, and thus the comparisons can be influenced by prior test experience, whereas all of the measurements in quasi-longitudinal comparisons are obtained from different individuals, and hence the contrasts cannot be affected by prior test experience. If these assumptions are valid, and if the samples in each test year are comparable, quasi-longitudinal comparisons provide an estimate of the age-related cognitive change that occurs without an influence of prior test experience.
Similar types of comparisons were carried out in three different data sets, which differed in the nature of the cognitive tests, the intervals between test years (i.e., 1 year in the current project, 5 years in the Betula Project, and 7 years in the SLS), the number of test years (i.e., 10 in the current project, 4 in the Betula Project, and 3 in the SLS), and the time period of the testing (i.e., from 2001 to 2011 in the current project, from 1989 to 2004 in the Betula Project, and from 1984 to 1998 in the SLS). Despite numerous procedural differences, the overall patterns were similar in all three data sets. In each case the estimates of experience-independent change were either stable or negative at all ages, and closely approximated the estimated age trends based on cross-sectional comparisons.
There were some differences across data sets, such as with the vocabulary construct in which there was positive change in VCAP, stability in SLS, and negative change for the similar semantic memory construct in the Betula Project. At least some of these differences may be attributable to the use of different tests to represent the construct, as a speeded verbal fluency test was included in the semantic memory construct in the Betula Project, whereas only knowledge tests were used in the other projects.
In order to provide more direct comparisons across ability domains and data sets, regression equations were computed relating the ability measure (in z-score units) to test year (and age) in narrow age groups. If the time-related effects are assumed to be primarily linear, the test-year slopes of these equations provide an estimate of the amount of (experience-independent) cognitive change per year of age. The SLS data were reported in T-score units, and therefore they were converted to z scores by subtracting 50 (the T-score mean) and dividing by 10 (the T-score standard deviation). The values of the estimated change per year without an influence of prior test experience are reported in Supplementary  Table 2 , and the estimates of change in episodic memory from the three data sets are plotted in Supplementary  Figure 3 . Inspection of the table and the figure indicates that, at least between 30 and 70 years of age, the estimates in the three data sets were quite consistent with one another. For example, all of the estimates of annual memory decline between 65 and 67 years of age were between .03 and .04 standard deviation units per year. The similar estimates are particularly noteworthy because different tests were used to represent the memory construct in the three data sets. That is, tests of word recall, story memory, and paired associates memory were used in VCAP; tests of immediate and delayed memory of a 20-word list were used in SLS; and tests of recall and recognition of statements of actions and recall of fictitious facts were used in the Betula Project.
In addition to the replication of the patterns in different samples with the same analytical procedure, as portrayed in Figures 1 and 2 , and Supplementary Figure 3 , the results in Supplementary Figure 2 indicate that estimates of experience-independent change were similar to the quasi-longitudinal and twice-minus-once-tested procedures. Although both methods are based on comparisons of samples of participants tested for the first time, they differ in the specific groups that are compared and in the relevant contrasts. That is, the quasi-longitudinal estimates are based on the performance differences across samples from the same birth cohorts tested in different years, whereas the twiceminus-once-tested estimates are based on a sample tested for the first time when the longitudinal sample was tested for the second time. The convergence of the results across different samples and different methods increases confidence in the conclusion that the direction and magnitude of cognitive change is distorted in conventional longitudinal studies, especially at younger ages.
It is important to note that these results are inconsistent with the conclusions of Schaie and colleagues (1973) that "there are dramatic discrepancies between cross-sectional and within-cohort age differences (p. 162)," and that "independent measurements to assess within-cohort change patterns are in almost perfect agreement with the repeated measurement data (p. 164)." However, the current results are consistent with the patterns in Figure 1 through 10 of Schaie and colleagues (1973) , and with the results of analyses of more recent data from that project portrayed in Figure 1 .
Estimates of the magnitude of the test experience effects can be derived from the comparisons of the longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal differences plotted in Supplementary  Figure 1 . The fact that most of the values were positive implies that estimates of change from longitudinal comparisons underestimate the negative change that would have occurred without prior test experience. Furthermore, the estimated test experience effects were constant across the entire age range for speed and reasoning, which suggests that the observed longitudinal change may be more positive than the experience-independent change at every age, without altering the relations between age and change. However, with memory, and to a lesser extent with spatial ability, the age trends in longitudinal comparisons may be distorted relative to what might be expected without prior test experience because the experience effects were larger at young ages than at older ages.
One limitation of the current research is that the estimates were derived from a particular set of cognitive tests, and an average retest interval of about 3 years. Although different test experience effects might be apparent with other tests or at different intervals, this concern is alleviated somewhat by the similar pattern in the other two data sets involving different combinations of tests and retest intervals. Another limitation of the study is that it is not known whether test experience effects such as those portrayed in Supplementary Figure 1 only affect change from a first to a second assessment, or whether they would also be evident on later assessments. In addition, because the analyses are based on differences at the level of group means, little is known about possible individual differences in the magnitude of test experience effects.
In summary, although influences of test experience on longitudinal change are widely acknowledged, the current results are novel in indicating that negative change is apparent at relatively young ages in several cognitive domains. In three separate and moderately large data sets, the age trends based on quasi-longitudinal comparisons closely resemble the age trends based on cross-sectional comparisons. Although the results of the quasi-longitudinal comparisons imply that the age trends in longitudinal comparisons reflect test experience effects in addition to aging effects, and therefore may underestimate the magnitude of cognitive decline, it is important to emphasize that only longitudinal comparisons are useful for examining individual differences in change, and for investigating correlates of individual differences in change. That is, there is no substitute for longitudinal data if one is interested in phenomena occurring within, as opposed to between, individuals. Nevertheless, because measures of within-person change incorporate effects of prior test experience in addition to effects of aging, a high priority for future research should be the development of valid methods of distinguishing experience and age effects at the level of individual participants, possibly by combining results from longitudinal comparisons with results from the types of quasi-longitudinal comparisons reported here.
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